
VBS Creative set "Sheep"
Instructions No. 2099
 Difficulty: Beginner
 Working time: 2 Hours

Create this little flock of sheep for your home! Everything is included in the creative set to make 5 cute sheep. All you need is hot glue,
scissors and fineliner. Whether for the Easter bouquet, as gift tags or to decorate your window, the sheep look adorable everywhere. The
craft is fun for adults and children alike.

This is how the sheep are made:
Unroll a few metres of the wool and wind it into a small ball so that it fits through the centre of the wooden ring. Attach the end of the thread to the ring with a
little glue and wrap wool around it until the desired thickness is reached. If the thread is used up in the meantime, simply glue the end and start another thread.

For the legs you need about 15 cm of wool per sheep. Thread 2 wooden balls and knot the ends. Glue the middle of the thread to the bottom of the wrapped
wooden ring using hot glue.

Cut some short pieces of wool for the head and glue them as hair from behind to the wooden hemisphere. Then untwist the wool a little.

Transfer the template for the ears onto the felt, cut them out, fold them in the middle and glue them to the wooden hemisphere as well.

The next step is to glue on the wiggly eyes and draw on the nostrils and, if desired, a mouth using a fineliner. Glue the finished head to the wrapped wooden
ring. 

Now glue a hanging loop made of wool to the back of the head.

Article number Article name Qty

Article information:



13417 Bosch hot glue stick GlueyEvergreen 1
762410 Pigma Micron case, set of 3 1
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